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Abstract

Radar signals are used for estimating location, speed and direction of
an object. Some radars emit pulses, while others emit a continuous
wave. Both types of radars emit signals according to some pattern;
a pulse radar, for example, emits pulses with a specific time interval
between pulses. This time interval may either be stable, change lin-
early, or follow some other pattern. The interval between two emitted
pulses is often referred to as the pulse repetition interval (PRI), and the
pattern that defines the PRI is often referred to as the modulation.

Classifying which PRI modulation is used in a radar signal is a cru-
cial component for the task of identifying who is emitting the signal.
Incorrectly classifying the used modulation can lead to an incorrect
guess of the identity of the agent emitting the signal, and can as a con-
sequence be fatal.

This work investigates how a long short-term memory (LSTM)
neural network performs compared to a state of the art feature extrac-
tion neural network (FE-MLP) approach for the task of classifying PRI
modulation. The results indicate that the proposed LSTM model per-
forms consistently better than the FE-MLP approach across all tested
noise levels. The downside of the proposed LSTM model is that it is
significantly more complex than the FE-MLP approach.

Future work could investigate if the LSTM model is too complex
to use in a real world setting where computing power may be limited.
Additionally, the LSTM model can, in a trivial manner, be modified
to support more modulations than those tested in this work. Hence,
future work could also evaluate how the proposed LSTM model per-
forms when support for more modulations is added.
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Sammanfattning

Radarsignaler används för att uppskatta plats, hastighet och riktning
av objekt. Vissa radarer sänder ut signaler i form av pulser, medan
andra sänder ut en kontinuerlig våg. Båda typer av radarer avger sig-
naler enligt ett visst mönster, till exempel avger en pulsradar pulser
med ett specifikt tidsintervall mellan pulserna. Detta tidsintervall kan
antingen vara konstant, förändras linjärt, eller följa ett annat möns-
ter. Intervallet mellan två pulser benämns ofta pulsrepetitionsintervall
(PRI), och mönstret som definierar PRIn benämns ofta modulering.

Att klassificera vilken PRI-modulering som används i en radarsig-
nal är en viktig del i processen att identifiera vem som skickade ut
signalen. Felaktig klassificering av den använda moduleringen kan le-
da till en felaktig gissning av identiteten av agenten som skickade ut
signalen, vilket kan leda till ett dödligt utfall.

Detta arbete undersöker hur väl det framtagna neurala nätverket
som består av ett långt korttidsminne (LSTM) kan klassificera PRI-
modulering i förhållande till en modern modell som använder särskilt
utvalda beräknade särdrag från data och klassificerar dessa särdrag
med ett neuralt nätverk. Resultaten indikerar att LSTM-modellen kon-
sekvent klassificerar med högre träffsäkerhet än modellen som använ-
der särdrag, vilket gäller för alla testade brusnivåer. Nackdelen med
LSTM-modellen är att den är mer komplex än modellen som använ-
der särdrag.

Framtida arbete kan undersöka om LSTM-modellen är för komplex
för att använda i ett verkligt scenario där beräkningskraften kan vara
begränsad. Dessutom skulle framtida arbete kunna utvärdera hur väl
LSTM-modellen kan klassificera PRI-moduleringar när stöd för fler
moduleringar än de som testats i detta arbete läggs till, detta då stöd
för ytterligare PRI-moduleringar kan läggas till i LSTM-modellen på
ett trivialt sätt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronic Warfare (EW) encompasses controlling the electromagnetic
spectrum for the benefit of friendly forces. This includes both pre-
venting enemy usage of the spectrum and enabling friendly usage.
Successfully controlling this spectrum can both decrease the loss of
friendly forces and decrease the potency of enemy weapons. EW is
typically divided into three branches, this work will focus on the Elec-
tronic Support (ES) branch (McShea, 2014).

ES consists of intercepting, identifying, and locating radar emit-
ters. This information is useful for recognizing threats in real-time
and is used to avoid or target threats. One important component in
ES is the Radar Warning Receiver (RWR) which alerts the user of the
system of nearby threats; specifically it gives information about the
threat azimuth, range, identification, prioritization, and warning of
any launched missiles (McShea, 2014). An RWR can usually process
millions of radar pulses per second and analyze the parameters used in
these pulses to identify the type and location of nearby threats. Exam-
ples of parameters used in this analysis are direction of arrival (DOA),
radio frequency (RF), pulse width (PW), and pulse repetition interval
(PRI). For each signal, these parameters are compared to entries in a
threat identification table (TID). If a set of parameters match or are
sufficiently close to an entry in the TID, the corresponding emitter is
announced to the user on the RWR display (Adamy, 2006).

The PRI is defined as the time interval between the emission of two
consecutive pulses. There are a few different PRI modulations that are
used in radar systems today. Figure 1.1 illustrates a few examples.

1
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(a) Stable PRI. (b) Stagger PRI. (c) Jitter PRI.

(d) Sliding PRI. (e) Dwell and switch PRI. (f) Sin PRI.

Figure 1.1: Examples of six common PRI modulations.

Recurrent neural networks (RNN), specifically networks based on
long short-term memory (LSTM) cells, have successfully been used
for classifying time-series (Malhotra et al., 2015; He and Droppo, 2016;
Karim, Majumdar, Darabi, and Chen, 2018; Karim, Majumdar, Darabi,
and Harford, 2018). To the best of our knowledge, this approach has
not yet been applied to the task of classifying PRI modulation, which
is what this work serves to investigate.

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this work is to investigate how a feature extraction
based multi-layer perceptron (FE-MLP) compares to an LSTM network
for classifying which PRI modulation is used in a radar signal.

1.2 Research Question

Can a model based on an LSTM network more accurately classify PRI
modulation of a radar signal than a state of the art model such as the
FE-MLP model proposed by Liu and Zhang (2017)?
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Theory

The theory starts with a short historical background on radar along
with a simple description of how a radar works. A more thorough
overview is given of what a PRI is and of six common PRI modula-
tions. This is followed by a section introducing artificial neural net-
works (ANN), including variants of ANNs and how an ANN can be
trained. The last section, related work, introduces the model proposed
by Liu and Zhang (2017), specifically the features they developed and
how these were used to classify PRI modulation.

The used notation for variables is as follows: A letter will denote a
scalar, a bold small letter will denote a vector, and a large bold letter
will denote a matrix.

2.1 Radar

Radar is an acronym, derived from "Radio Detection and Ranging". It
was initially shown in 1886 by Heinrich Hertz that radio waves could
reflect off metals, but it was not until 1922 when Marconi gave a lecture
where he proposed what is essentially radar as we know it today. In
the 1930s UK, Germany, France and USA all conducted independent
research on radar and in 1935 an aircraft was able to be detected and
the range measured using the technique. After World War II radar
was continuously being developed for civil applications (Bole, 2014).
Today it is used for tracking aircrafts for air-traffic control, tracking
marine vessels, observing precipitation, ground contour mapping, and
more (Adamy, 2006).

One intuitive way of explaining the basic principle of radar is as

3
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follows: Imagine facing towards a large surface, say a cliff, from some
distance. If you were to cup your hands in front of your mouth and
shout with sufficient strength and for a long enough time period then
the sound waves might hit the surface and a fraction of the energy will
reflect back to you, at which point you will hear a sound similar to the
sound you shouted as an echo (Bole, 2014).

A radar works in a similar way, but instead of emitting sound
waves, it emits electromagnetic waves from an antenna. When an
electromagnetic wave has been emitted it might reflect off a surface,
and a fraction of the transmitted energy will echo back to an antenna
that is used for receiving signals, which may be the same antenna that
emitted the signal. If a signal is received then it will be processed and
information such as direction and range can be extracted (Bole, 2014).

The type of radar described above is called a pulse radar, which
is the most common type of radar. Specifically, it emits waves for a
certain time period, PW, which usually ranges from a fraction of a mi-
crosecond to a few microseconds. When a wave is emitted there is a
time frame where the radar listens for a reflected signal before send-
ing out a new pulse. The interval between the emission of two pulses
is called PRI. See Figure 2.1 for a more detailed illustration (Adamy,
2006).

Figure 2.1: An illustration of PRI and PW. PRI is defined as the time interval between
the leading edges of two consecutive pulses while the PW is defined as
the time interval between the beginning and the end of a pulse.

Additionally, there are other types of radar such as the continuous
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wave (CW) radar and the pulse Doppler radar. A CW radar constantly
emits a signal and uses Doppler shift to determine the relative velocity
of an object by comparing the change in frequency of the emitted sig-
nal and the received signal. A pulse Doppler radar combines some
features of the pulse and CW radar to measure range and velocity
simultaneously, but this requires careful design of the emitted pulse
train (Alabaster, 2012; Adamy, 2006).

RWRs are passive detection systems that listen to signals emitted in
the electromagnetic spectrum with the purpose of notifying the user of
imminent threats. An RWR should provide the user with information
such as DOA, range, identity, and priority of any nearby threats. The
system should also be able to recognize what mode the threat is cur-
rently in, such as search, acquisition, target tracking or fire control, and
it should be able to warn the user about any launched missiles. The
underlying process in an RWR is to compare parameters of received
signals such as RF, PRI and PW to known parameters in radar emit-
ters, if a match is found then the identity of the threat is announced
to the user, otherwise, it is announced as an unknown threat (McShea,
2014).

Identifying which PRI modulation is used is an important task in
an RWR, correctly deducing the modulation used in a signal is critical
to correctly identifying a threat. PRI for a sequence of N pulses can be
defined by the function F (n) = yn = tn+1 � tn, n 2 ZN \ {0} where tn
denotes the time of arrival (TOA) for pulse n and N is the total num-
ber of pulses in a received pulse train. The PRI for an emitter defines
how long it should wait before emitting a new pulse, and will thus
use another version of F (n) to define PRI. According to Noone (1999)
there are two PRI modulations that are simple to classify and four PRI
modulations that are more complex, defined for the emitter as follows:

• Simple:

– Stable PRI (Mardia, 1989):
F (n) = k, 8n 2 ZN \ {0} for some real number k > 0. The
PRI is stable, it is always the same value k.

– Staggered PRI (Mardia, 1989):
F (n) = yi where each yi > 0 is a pre-defined value and
i = (n mod M). The PRI is a repetition of a sequence of M
fixed values.
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• Complex:

– Sliding PRI (Noone, 1999):
F (n) = PRI0 + � ⇤ (n mod M) where PRI0 > 0 is the initial
PRI-value of a slide period, � 2 R is some value indicating
rate of change in PRI during a slide period and M is number
of pulses in each slide window.

– Sin PRI (Noone, 1999):
F (n) = PRI0 + A sin(! ⇤ xn + ') where PRI0 > 0 is the
value the PRI will oscillate around, A is the amplitude of the
modulation, ! is the frequency of the sinusoid, ' is phase of
the sinusoid, and xn is some value proportional to n defin-
ing the sampling resolution. According to Noone (1999) the
amplitude is typically near 5% of PRI0.

– Jittered PRI (Noone, 1999):
The PRI is random with a mean value µ and some spread
�. The spread may typically be Gaussian or uniform with a
spread of up to 30% from the mean.

– Dwell and Switch PRI (Noone, 1999):
The PRI consists of a repetition of a sequence of numbers,
defined by the function F (n) below. In each sequence the
PRI will stay (dwell) on the same value yi > 0 8i for a num-
ber of pulses xi � xi�1 before switching to the next value
yi+1. In Equation (2.1) below it will switch M � 1 times be-
fore starting the next repetition.

F (n) =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

y1 0  (n mod xM)  x1

y2 x1 < (n mod xM)  x2

...

yM xM�1 < (n mod xM) < xM

(2.1)

2.2 Artificial Neural Network

ANNs are machine learning models inspired by neurons in a biolog-
ical neural network. The most simple variant of an ANN, which will
be referred to as a single-layer ANN, is defined by x, y and W . x rep-
resents a number of input neurons x =

⇥
x1 x2 . . . xN

⇤
, y represents
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a number of output neurons y =

⇥
y1 y2 . . . yO

⇤
, and each input xi

has a corresponding weight per output yj : W = {. . . wij . . .} where
i = 1, 2, . . . , N and j = 1, 2, . . . , O.

In a single-layer ANN, for each output neuron yj 2 y, each input
xi 2 x is multiplied by the corresponding weight wij , i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
the sum of all the outputs of these multiplications plus a bias term
bj 2 b is then used as input to an activation function, that may be
defined as � : R 7! R, which defines the value of the output of the
neuron. A formal definition of the output of neuron yj may be written
as follows:

yj = �

 
i=NX

i=1

wij ⇤ xi + bj

!

When using ANNs for classification the class c corresponding to
the output neuron with the highest value will be the class predicted by
the network: c = argmaxk yk. It is also worth noting that by applying
� to each value individually in a vector a single-layer ANN can be
written in terms of matrix operations. � will be written in bold when
applied to a vector as follows:

y = � (x ⇤W + b)

A single-layer ANN capable of learning the decision boundaries
of C linearly separable classes is displayed as a graph in Figure 2.2.
This type of ANN is able to classify linearly separable data, such as
the data in Figure 2.3a, but not the data in Figure 2.3b since it is not
linearly separable. An ANN with one or more hidden layers is capable
of learning decision boundaries for data that is not linearly separable,
given that � is non-linear between each layer. This type of ANN is
also known as multi-layer perceptron (MLP), an example of an MLP
can be seen in Figure 2.4. An MLP might generate a decision boundary
such as the one in Figure 2.5 when learning to classify non-linear data.
MLPs are further introduced in Section 2.2.1.
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x1

x2

x3...
xn

y1...
yc

Input
layer

Output
layer

Figure 2.2: Single-layer ANN. Each arrow between pairs of neurons in the input and
output layer represents the weight wij that neuron xi is multiplied by, the
result of this multiplication is passed forward to neuron yj that the arrow
points to.

(a) Linearly separable data. (b) Non-linearly separable data.

Figure 2.3: A single-layer ANN can learn a decision boundary to classify linearly
separable data, as seen in Figure 2.3a. Compare this to the same model
trying to learn a decision boundary to classify the non-linearly separable
data in Figure 2.3b.
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x1

x2

x3...
xn

h1

...
hm

y1...
yc

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

Figure 2.4: An MLP with one hidden layer.

Figure 2.5: An MLP can correctly classify data that is not linearly separable in 2D-
space, it might generate the decision boundary as seen in this figure.
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2.2.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron

MLPs are ANNs with one or more hidden layers, also commonly
known as feed forward neural networks. A hidden layer is a layer
of neurons that are not directly representing the input or output of
the model, they are layers between the input and output layer that
perform consecutive non-linear transforms on the data. The width of
an MLP refers to how many neurons are in the hidden layers while the
depth of an MLP refers to how many layers there are in an MLP (Good-
fellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016). Layer i in an MLP can be defined
as follows:

F (i)
: Rm 7! Rn

= F (i)
(x) = �

(i)
�
x ⇤W (i)

+ b

(i)
�

where x is an input vector of dimensionality m, �(i) is the activa-
tion function, W (i) is a matrix of dimensionality m⇥ n containing the
weights for layer i, and b

(i) is a bias vector of dimensionality n for
layer i. The output of F (i) can then be used as input into the next layer
F (i+1). Composing F with itself multiple times, using appropriately
sized weight matrices in each composition, creates an MLP. For exam-
ple, the MLP in Figure 2.4 may be written as follows:

F (2)
(F (1)

(x)) = y

where F (1) is the first layer of the network with a weight matrix
W

(1) of size n⇥m, a bias vector b(1) of size m and an activation function
�(1). F (2) is the second layer of the network with a weight matrix W

(2)

of size m⇥ c, a bias vector b(2) of size c and an activation function �(2).
Note that the bias vectors and activation functions are not explicitly
drawn in Figure 2.4.

2.2.2 Activation Function

Activation functions in an MLP can technically be any function � :

R 7! R, such as the identity function, a linear function, a non-linear
function or even a non-continuous function. However, identity or lin-
ear functions are rarely used due to the fact that stacking multiple con-
secutive layers with linear activation functions creates a linear map-
ping which can be done with only one linear layer, making multiple
linear layers redundant (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).
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Examples of non-linear activation functions can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.6. The logistic sigmoid and tanh, depicted in Figure 2.6a and Fig-
ure 2.6b respectively, are examples of activation functions that have
been used in the past (Bishop, 2006). The default recommendation
for modern neural networks, however, is the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), see Figure 2.6c. Variants of ReLU exists, such as the Leaky
ReLU, which can be seen in Figure 2.6d. Variants of ReLU usually
perform comparably or occasionally better compared to ReLU (Good-
fellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

�4 �2 2 4

�1

1

x

y

(a) Logistic sigmoid, �(x) = 1
1+e�x

�4 �2 2 4

�1

1

x

y

(b) tanh(x) = ex�e�x

ex+e�x

�2 �1 1 2

�1

1

2

x

y

(c) Rectified Linear Unit,
ReLU(x) = max(0, x)

�2 �1 1 2

�1

1

2

x

y

(d) Leaky_ReLU(x) =
max(k ⇤ x, x) where 0 < k < 1

Figure 2.6: Four examples of activation functions.
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2.2.3 Training an Artificial Neural Network

When an input x is given to an ANN then information flows forward
through the network until it reaches the output neurons, producing a
prediction ŷ. This prediction may or may not be equal to the true out-
put y. When training an ANN a difference between the predicted out-
put and the true output is used to guide the training process. Specif-
ically, a loss function J(✓) defines how close the prediction ŷ is to the
true output y by returning a scalar (loss) that is used to guide the train-
ing of the network. ✓ refers to all trainable parameters in the network,
in the case of an MLP, this is all weight matrices W and all bias vectors
b.

This is the foundation for the back-propagation algorithm (back-
prop). Backprop is an algorithm for calculating the gradient of the loss
with respect to each weight in the network. This is done by letting
information based on the loss function to flow backwards through the
network. This information is then used to compute the gradient of the
loss function with respect to the trainable parameters, r✓J(✓).

Another algorithm, such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), can
then use these gradients calculated by the backprop algorithm to take
incremental steps in the direction of the negative gradient towards a
minimum in the loss function, slowly improving the accuracy of the
network in each iteration. More specifically, using SGD for training an
ANN can be done as follows (Graves, 2012):

1. Select random parameters ✓

(0) as a starting solution. Set e = 0,
a variable for counting the number of times the entire training
dataset has been iterated over, also known as epochs. Set i = 0,
a variable defining the number of times the parameters ✓ have
been updated.

2. Shuffle the training dataset. Let N denote the number of data
points in the training dataset. Set j = 0, indexing the data point
that is being used as a training example.

3. Given an input and the corresponding true output (x

(j),y(j)
),

compute the loss function J(✓(i)
).

4. Using the backprop algorithm, calculate the gradient r✓(i)J(✓(i)
).

This will define how parameters in the network will be updated.

5. Update the parameters as follows: ✓(i+1)
= ✓

(i) � ↵ ⇤ r✓(i)J(✓(i)
)

where ↵ is the learning rate, a constant defining how big the steps
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the algorithm should take when updating the parameters. It is
selected as a hyper-parameter in the range 0 < ↵ < 1.

6. If some stopping criteria is met, such as e is larger than some
value defining maximum number of epochs, or if the gradient
update step is small enough, then terminate. Else increment i by
1 and j by 1.

7. If j � N , go to step 2, else and go to step 3.

There are many variants of gradient descent algorithms, the main
difference between other algorithms and SGD is how the parameters
are updated in step 5, whether the parameters are updated once for
each training data point or once per batch of data points, and if the
training data is shuffled at the beginning of an epoch.

Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) is an algorithm that uses
running averages of the gradient and the second moment of the gra-
dient to determine the learning rate individually for each parameter.
The running averages and the second moment is dependent on both
the current gradient and past values of the gradient, the idea is that the
learning rate for a parameter should be large if the gradient for that
parameter has been large in the past. In practise Adam has performed
well compared to other gradient descent algorithms. The algorithm is
introduced in more detail in the paper by Kingma and Ba (2014).

Calculate the Loss

The loss function J(✓) can be defined in a few ways. One common
definition of the loss function is the cross-entropy between the distri-
bution defined by the output neurons and the true distribution of the
data (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016). There is, however, no
guarantee that output neurons will define a probability distribution.
One common approach to this problem is to apply the softmax func-
tion to the output neurons. Let z be the vector containing values for
the output neurons, then the softmax for neuron zi is calculated as fol-
lows:

softmax(z, i) =
eziP

zj2z e
zj

The softmax function squeezes the values of the output of the neu-
rons to the range [0, 1], the sum of all the softmax outputs will be 1, and
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the order between neurons will be kept; the neurons with the largest
activation will still have the largest activation after softmax, the second
largest will still be the second largest, and so on.

Large values of zi can make it hard to evaluate softmax in prac-
tise. Fortunately, it is possible to add a constant C to z before applying
softmax and still maintain the above mentioned properties. Selecting
C = max(z) makes it possible to evaluate softmax with a small numer-
ical error, even if z contains large values. This definition of softmax
will be:

softmax(z + C, i) =
ezi+C

P
zj2z e

zj+C

After applying softmax to each output neuron the cross entropy
can be calculated, which will also be the loss value. Let q consist of the
probabilities for each respective output neuron as defined by the soft-
max function, p define the true probability distribution, and O define
the number of output neurons. Then the cross entropy loss between
the two distributions can be calculated as follows:

J(✓) = cross_entropy(p, q) = �
 

i=OX

i=1

pi ⇤ log(qi)
!

In practise, when training a network for classification, the element
in p corresponding to the true class will be equal to 1 and the rest will
be equal to 0. Thus, if element i corresponds to the true class then the
loss function is simplified to:

J(✓) = �pi ⇤ log(qi)

2.2.4 Recurrent Neural Network

The MLPs described above are typically used for classifying data with
a fixed number of input dimensions. Sequential data, however, con-
sist of a number of dimensions per timestep multiplied by a number
of timesteps. Since the number of timesteps can vary between data
points it is difficult to create a model for classifying this kind of data
using an MLP. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are a type of ANNs
that can handle such data by maintaining a hidden state h

(t) that only
depends on neurons in the network from previous timesteps. This
hidden state is a vector of fixed size and its purpose in the network
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is to store the relevant information from the past that is necessary to
make a prediction. Since this state is of fixed length and the number
of timesteps may be of any size the information stored in the hidden
state will be lossy (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

The transition between states in an RNN is defined by a transition
function f . The parameters of this function will be the same in each
timestep. This is called parameter sharing and is an important com-
ponent in making an RNN perform well on unseen data, also known
as the network’s ability to generalize. This can be demonstrated with
the following example: Given a sentence specifying a transaction be-
tween Alice and Bob, if an RNN is used for extracting the item that is
being transacted in the sentence then the RNN should be able to ex-
tract this item independently of where in the sentence it appears. Say
that the following two sentences might be given to train the network:
"Alice gave Bob an apple" and "An apple was given to Bob by Alice". The
item being transacted in these two sentences is "apple". An RNN that
would use different parameters in f for each timestep (no parameter
sharing) would have trouble extracting the item from sentences longer
than eight words since that is the longest sentence in the training set,
and from sentences where the item does not occur as the fifth or sec-
ond word in the sentence. By using parameter sharing the RNN will be
able to generalize to sentences of any length and it will be possible to
train the network using significantly fewer training examples (Good-
fellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016).

There are many different kinds of RNNs, the main difference be-
tween RNNs is how it receives input and how it produces an output.
RNNs can be drawn as either cyclic or acyclic graphs, a few exam-
ples of "unrolled graphs" (acyclic) can be seen in Figure 2.7 (Goldberg,
2017).
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Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

(a) One to many. (b) Many to one.

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

(c) Many to many. (d) Many to many.

Figure 2.7: Input and output may happen in one or many timesteps. Above are ex-
amples of different RNNs, unrolled.

The RNN in Figure 2.8 provides a more detailed view of a contin-
uous prediction RNN as a cyclic graph, which takes one input and
produces one output per timestep. Figure 2.9 shows the same graph
in the unrolled view. The output of the network at timestep t in these
figures is calculated as follows:

h

(t)
= �(x

(t) ⇤U + h

(t�1) ⇤W + b)

o

(t)
= h

(t) ⇤ V + c

where the input x at each timestep is of size m, the hidden state h

at each timestep is of size n and the size of the output at each timestep
is equal to the number of classes k, U is a matrix of weights of size
m ⇥ n, W is a matrix of weights of size n ⇥ n, b is a bias vector of
size n, c is a bias vector of size k, V is a matrix of weights of size
n ⇥ k, and � is a non-linear activation function. Each output has to
be computed sequentially since there is a dependency on the previous
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timestep, the previous hidden state h

(t�1) has to be known before the
output for the current timestep can be computed (Goodfellow, Bengio,
and Courville, 2016).

x

h

o

U

V

W

Figure 2.8: An RNN as a cyclic graph. The black box represents a time delay by one
timestep.

o
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(t)
o
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h

(t)
h
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x

(t�1)
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(t)
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(t+1)

U U U
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Figure 2.9: An RNN as an unrolled (acyclic) graph.

2.2.5 Back-Propagation Through Time

By unrolling the graph the gradients for an RNN can be computed
in a similar manner to how they are computed for an MLP. At each
timestep, the loss, J (t)

(✓), is computed using the predicted label ŷ(t)
=

softmax(o(t)
) and the true label y(t). This loss function can be, just

as in the case of the MLP, the cross-entropy between the distribution
defined by the output neurons and the true distribution of the data.
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When the loss values are calculated for each timestep, the total loss is
defined to be the sum of J (t)

(✓) over all timesteps, at least in the case
of an RNN such as in Figure 2.7d. However, in an RNN with only
one output, such as in Figure 2.7b, the loss is defined by the output
in the final timestep. Gradients for the weights can be obtained by
back-propagating through the unrolled graph. This algorithm is called
Back-Propagation Through time (BPTT) Goldberg (2017). When the
gradient of the loss with respect to each trainable parameter (U , W ,
V , b and c) is calculated then any gradient based training method can
be used to update the weights, such as SGD or ADAM.

2.2.6 Long Short-Term Memory

RNNs, as introduced above, could in theory learn longer dependen-
cies, however, when implemented RNNs tend to suffer from explod-
ing or vanishing gradients which prevent RNNs from learning these
dependencies. LSTM networks have proved to be better at handling
long-term dependencies. An LSTM network is similar to the tradi-
tional RNN in how it maintains a state vector, what differentiates the
two models is how they maintain this vector. In an LSTM network,
the hidden state is referred to as a "cell" or an "LSTM cell" that is main-
tained by three gates: The input, forget and output gate. Each gate is
a vector of the same size as the output h and controls how much in-
formation should flow through a certain part of the cell. This is done
through an element-wise multiplication of the values flowing through
the LSTM cell with the corresponding value in the gate, which is in
the range [0, 1]. Specifically, the forget gate controls how much infor-
mation should be forgotten from the previous cell state, the input gate
controls how much information from the last output ht�1 and current
input xt should enter the cell ct, and the output gate controls how
much information from the cell state should be emitted to the out-
put (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville, 2016). An LSTM network
can be trained in a similar manner to an RNN, gradients can be com-
puted with a slightly modified BPTT algorithm, any gradient based
learning technique can then be applied to update the weights of the
network (Gers, Schmidhuber, and Cummins, 2000). Below is a formal
definition of the operations performed in each timestep t in an LSTM
cell, � denotes an element-wise multiplication (Goldberg, 2017).
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it = �(xtWi + ht�1Ui + bi) Input gate
ft = �(xtWf + ht�1Uf + bf ) Forget gate
ot = �(xtWo + ht�1Uo + bo) Output gate
˜

ct = tanh(xtWc + ht�1Uc + bc) Information to be added to cell state
ct = ft � ct�1 + it � ˜

ct New cell state
ht = ot � tanh(ct) Output

2.3 Related Work

There has been some work conducted within the field of PRI modula-
tion recognition. Liu and Zhang (2017) proposed a feature extraction
based model for classifying the four complex PRI modulations: Slid-
ing, sin, jittered, and dwell and switch. They extracted three features,
J1, J2 and J3, from the PRI, all defined within the range [0, 1]. These
features were then used as input into a three layer MLP, which was
used for classification.

To extract the features Liu and Zhang (2017) used an "improved
signum" function. This function works similar to a regular signum
function, except that it uses a hyperparameter ✏ > 0 which they refer
to as a jitter threshold. The improved signum function is defined as
follows:

sgn(x) =

8
><

>:

�1 x < �✏

0 |x|  ✏

+1 x > ✏

Using the second order pulse interval, defined as
F2(n) = F (n+ 1)� F (n), n = 1, ..., N � 2, they introduce

G(n) = sgn(F2(n)), n = 1, ..., N � 2

G(n) is then used to define the three features, J1, J2 and J3. The first
feature, J1, is supposed to represent "Local Stationarity", which dwell
and switch modulated PRIs is should return a high value for. G(n) is
calculated for all n = 1, . . . , N � 2, and stored in a vector g. J1 is then
defined as
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J1 =
k

N � 2

where k is number of values equal to 0 in g. J2 represents "Mono-

tonic Directionality". J2 should return a high value for sliding modu-
lated PRIs and is defined as follows:

J2 = |mean(g)|

If a large number of the values in g are equal to either �1 or 1 then
the mean of g will be close to �1 or 1 respectively, thus returning a
large value for J2. J3 represents "Symmetry" and should return a large
value for the sin modulated PRIs. J3 can allegedly also distinguish sin
modulated PRI from jittered PRI. This feature is calculated as follows:

J3 =
2⇥min(k1, k2)

N � 2

k1 and k2 represent number of points surrounded by regions that
are monotonically increasing (k1) or decreasing (k2). The idea is that
there should be roughly the same number of monotonically increasing
and decreasing regions, and enough of them, for J3 to return a large
response. Specifically, k1 and k2 are calculated as follows:

1. Let L � 5, odd integer, be a parameter that together with � 2
[0.7, 0.8] defines the minimum length of a region for it to be de-
fined as monotonically increasing or decreasing. This minimum
length is set to wthresh = floor(L⇥ �).

2. Set k1 = 0, k2 = 0, i = 1 + d, d =

L�1
2 , Mz = g[i� d : i + d] where

the notation [a : b] refers to all values in the vector between index
a and index b.

3. Set z1 to number of values in Mz that are equal to 1, z2 to number
of values in Mz that are equal to �1.

4. If z1 � wthresh then increment k1 by 1.

5. If z2 � wthresh then increment k2 by 1.

6. Increment i by 1. If i  N � 2� d, go to 3, else terminate.
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Method

The attempt to answer the research question was made by implement-
ing the models, then train and evaluate them on simulated data. Sec-
tion 3.1 describes how data was generated, what kind of noise was
applied and how much data was in the training, validation and test
dataset respectively. Section 3.2 describes implementation details re-
garding the models, such as how many parameters each layer consists
of, the environment they were trained and evaluated in, and more.
Finally, Section 3.3 describes how the models were evaluated.

3.1 Data Generation

PRI vectors for training and evaluation of models were generated lo-
cally, according to the definitions of PRI modulations in Section 2.1.
Since the model proposed by Liu and Zhang (2017) only handles the
four complex modulations, data was only generated for these modu-
lations. The parameters for each PRI were sampled randomly from a
predefined range that had been set for each parameter. These ranges
for the four complex PRI modulations were chosen so that the PRIs
would be similar to the data generated by Liu and Zhang (2017).

Specifically, for each parameter a minimum and a maximum value
defined the range of values that are valid for the parameter. When gen-
erating a PRI vector, for each parameter that defines the PRI, the value
for the parameter was drawn from a uniform distribution defined by
the respective minimum and maximum values. The parameters used
for each modulation are defined in Section 3.1.1.

Finally, noise was added to each PRI vector in the form of dropped

21
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pulses and incoming extra spurious pulses. Different noise levels de-
fined the amount of noise added to a PRI vector. See Section 3.1.2 for
more details on how and how much noise was added.

3.1.1 Parameters for PRI Vectors

The parameters for each PRI modulation are chosen so that the PRI will
always be between 1000 and 3000 time units. This range is arbitrary
and has no major effect on the performance of either the LSTM model
or the FE-MLP model. It does, however, have an effect on how many
spurious pulses are inserted in a PRI vector, which is a kind of noise
that is explained in Section 3.1.2.

The reason the performance of the models is mostly invariant to
the range of values of the PRI is due to the fact that the LSTM model
uses z-score normalization before processing the data and the FE-MLP
model uses the G(n) function to calculate features. This function is
defined in Section 2.1, it takes the derivative of the PRI and applies
the "improved signum" function, also defined in Section 2.1. Thus
G(n) 2 {�1, 0, 1}, which makes the magnitude of the corresponding
PRI vector have little impact.

Sliding PRI used start_PRI ⇠ Uniform(min_DTOA, max_DTOA)
and end_PRI ⇠ Uniform(min_DTOA, max_DTOA) to define the start
and end PRI of a sliding window. A window was created by linearly
interpolating between these two points for a number of pulses equal
to cycle_length⇠ Uniform(min_cycle_len, max_cycle_len).
This window was then repeated until the total number of pulses in the
PRI vector is equal to reps⇠ Uniform(min_rep, max_rep). The last
window may be cut off. See Table 3.1 for the ranges used to generate
PRI vectors.

Table 3.1: Parameters for generating sliding PRI.

Parameter Value Description

min_rep 250 Number of PRIs
max_rep 400
min_DTOA 1000 Ranges for PRI
max_DTOA 3000
min_cycle_len 5 Number of pulses

in a sliding windowmax_cycle_len 10
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Sin PRI is defined by PRI0 ⇠ Uniform(min_PRI0, max_PRI0),
A ⇠ Uniform(min_AMP_deviation, max_AMP_deviation),
!⇠ Uniform(min_freq, max_freq), and '⇠ Uniform(min_phase,
max_phase). A sin PRI vector is generated by linearly interpo-
lating between min_x and max_x to create a vector X of length
reps ⇠ Uniform(min_rep, max_rep). Each element in X is used
along with parameters sampled above to create the sine-curve which
will be the PRI vector. As defined in Section 2.1, the following expres-
sion defined the PRI vector: PRI0 +A sin(! ⇤X + '). See Table 3.2 for
the ranges used to generate PRI vectors.

Table 3.2: Parameters for generating sin PRI.

Parameter Value Description

min_rep 250 Number of PRIs. Defines number
of samples from the x-range.max_rep 400

min_PRI0 1500 Mean value for PRI
max_PRI0 2500
min_AMP_deviation 5% Deviation from mean PRI
max_AMP_deviation 7%
min_freq 3 Frequency, !
max_freq 12
min_phase 0 Phase, '
max_phase 2
min_x 0 Range for x. Fixed, not random.
max_x 4

Jittered PRI used the following parameters to generate a PRI vec-
tor: mean ⇠ Uniform(min_mean_DTOA, max_mean_DTOA) and
deviation ⇠ Uniform(min_DTOA_dev, max_DTOA_dev). The vec-
tor is generated by sampling PRI⇠ Uniform(mean⇤(1�deviation),
mean ⇤(1+deviation)) for a number of samples equal to reps ⇠
Uniform(min_rep, max_rep). See Table 3.3 for the ranges used to
generate PRI vectors.
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Table 3.3: Parameters for generating jittered PRI.

Parameter Value Description

min_rep 250 Number of PRIs
max_rep 400
min_mean_DTOA 1400 Mean value for PRI
max_mean_DTOA 2600
min_DTOA_deviation 3% Deviation from mean PRI
max_DTOA_deviation 30%

Dwell and switch PRI used the parameter sw⇠ Uniform(min_sw,
max_sw) to define how many times to switch between PRIs in a win-
dow. For each switch, the signal stays (dwells) on a PRI value equal
to PRI ⇠ Uniform(min_DTOA, max_DTOA) for a number of pulses
equal to dw ⇠ Uniform(min_dw, max_dw). These values are gener-
ated for each switch. This will define a window, this window is then
repeated until the total number of pulses in the PRI vector is equal to
reps ⇠ Uniform(min_rep, max_rep). The last window may be cut
off. See Table 3.4 for the ranges used to generate PRI vectors.

Table 3.4: Parameters for generating dwell and switch PRI.

Parameter Value Description

min_rep 200 Number of PRIs
max_rep 300
min_DTOA 1000 Ranges for PRI
max_DTOA 3000
min_dw 10 Number of pulses

before switchingmax_dw 40
min_sw 4 Number of switches

per windowmax_sw 6

3.1.2 Simulated Noise

Two types of noise were added to the data in the form of dropped
pulses and incoming spurious pulses, as per the advice from the su-
pervisor and other experts in the area at Saab. To simulate pulse drop
an individual value in the PRI vector would be removed with a cer-
tain fixed probability after a PRI vector had been generated. Spurious
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pulses were modelled as a Poisson process, timings for spurious pulses
were randomly inserted in the PRI vector by generating the time until
the next spurious pulse. This was essentially done by drawing from
the inverse of the exponential cumulative distribution function (CDF),
which can be seen in Figure 3.1, and is similar to the approach de-
scribed in $3.4.1 (D) in Knuth (1981). Specifically, spurious pulse tim-
ings were inserted as follows:

1. Set � as the value corresponding to average spurious pulse fre-
quency over one unit of time.

2. Set i = 0.

3. Let PRIvec denote the given PRI vector. TOAvec will denote the
vector of time-stamps that generated PRIvec, the first element in
TOAvec is set to 0.

4. Set j = 0, j will define the index in TOAvec that the latest spuri-
ous pulse was inserted at.

5. u(i) ⇠ Uniform(0, 1)

6. The time interval T (i) until the next spurious pulse is sampled
from the inverse of the exponential CDF:
T (i)

= F�1
(u(i)

) = � ln(u(i))
�

7. TOA(i)
= TOA

(j)
vec + T (i)

8. If TOA(i) is greater than the last value in TOAvec, go to step 11,
else continue.

9. Insert TOA(i) into TOAvec in the appropriate position such that
TOAvec will be sorted after the insertion. Set j to the index that
the spurious pulse is inserted at.

10. Set i = i+ 1. Go to step 5.

11. Calculate the new PRIvec from TOAvec as follows:
PRI

(i)
vec = TOA

(i+1)
vec � TOA

(i)
vec for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N � 1, where N

is number of elements in TOAvec. Return the new PRIvec.
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Figure 3.1: Exponential CDF, � = 0.5, F (X) = 1� e

�X⇤�

The parameters used for noise are defined in Table 3.5. The mini-
mum and maximum values in the table are used for linear interpola-
tion, creating a step size and number of noise levels as defined in the
table. Each combination of noise generated by this linear interpolation
was used to add noise in the data.

The maximum value for � was selected with the goal of having an
expected value of 1 spurious pulse per 10 "real" pulses, assuming that
the PRI is stable at 1000 time units, thus � =

10
100⇤1000 = 10

�5. In the
actual data this assumption is false, 1000 time units is the minimum
PRI while 3000 time units is the maximum. Thus the expected number
of spurious pulses per 10 "real" pulses will be higher than 1 in 10 when
� = 10

�5.

Table 3.5: Ranges of noise levels used for training and evaluation of models. Mini-
mum and maximum values are included in the noise ranges.

Noise type Min Max Step size # Noise levels

Drop probability 0% 25% 1.25% 11
Spurious pulse rate, � 0 10�5 5*10�6 11

3.1.3 Train, Validation and Test Data

All generated data used the parameters defined in Section 3.1.1. The
dataset used for training and validation consisted of 250 PRI vectors
per modulation and noise level. Every combination of noise levels
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defined in Table 3.5 was used, in total 250 ⇤ 4 ⇤ 11 ⇤ 11 = 121000 PRI
vectors were generated. The generated dataset was shuffled and then
partitioned into a training dataset consisting of 80% of the data and a
validation dataset consisting of 20% of the data. The training dataset
was used for training and the validation dataset was used to monitor
loss and accuracy during training.

A separate test dataset was then generated for evaluation. The
same parameters as the dataset for training and validation were used,
but the data was shuffled within each noise level instead of shuffling
the entire dataset, as was the case with the training and validation
dataset. This approach was taken so that each model could be eval-
uated at each noise level, making it possible to visualize the perfor-
mance of the models at different levels of noise. The minimum and
maximum noise levels for the test dataset were the same as the noise
levels for the training and validation dataset, but 21 steps were taken
in the linear interpolation instead of 11 in order to increase resolu-
tion of the generated graphs. In total, the test dataset consisted of
250 ⇤ 4 ⇤ 21 ⇤ 21 = 441000 PRI vectors.

3.2 Models

Two models were implemented, an LSTM model classifying the raw
PRI vector and an FE-MLP model. Additionally, since it was observed
that the feature space defined by J1, J2, and J3 is linearly separable at
low noise levels, a third classifier was implemented consisting of four
if statements with the intent of creating a simple baseline model. The
LSTM and FE-MLP models were trained on the same training data, de-
tailed in Section 3.1.3, the same validation dataset was used to monitor
training, and the models were evaluated on the same test dataset. The
classifier based on if statements was also evaluated on the test dataset.

The neural networks were implemented in PyTorch version 0.3.1
(Paszke et al., 2017) with Python 3.5.2. All training and evaluation was
done on a Nvidia 1080Ti GPU, running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The loss
function used was cross-entropy after applying softmax to the output
of the networks. The optimization algorithm used was Adam with an
initial learning rate of 0.001.
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3.2.1 Long Short-Term Memory Model

The type of RNN used was a prediction RNN, as seen in figure Fig-
ure 2.7b. LSTM cells were used to handle the hidden state in the RNN.
The input data to the LSTM network was a PRI vector where one PRI
value in the vector was used as input per timestep. Each PRI vector
was normalized using z-score before being processed by the network.
For a PRI value with index i in a PRI vector j, the value i was normal-
ized as follows: Given the estimated mean µ(j) and standard deviation
�(j) for the PRI vector j the normalized value in the new PRI vector
was calculated as:

PRI(i)vec_norm =

PRI
(i)
vec � µ(j)

�(j)

where PRI
(i)
vec_norm and PRI

(i)
vec denotes the PRI value at index i in

each respective vector. When the entire normalized PRI sequence had
been processed by the LSTM network the output in the last timestep
defined the output of the network. Outputs from previous timesteps
were discarded. An MLP mapped the output of the LSTM cell to PRI
modulations. A detailed view of the size of each layer in the network
can be seen in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Number of parameters per layer for one timestep in the LSTM network.
In total the network consisted of 112900 parameters.

Layer Parameters (input ⇥ output)

Input 1
LSTM 1⇥ 96

LSTM 96⇥ 96

Feed Forward 96⇥ 4

Output 4

3.2.2 Feature Extraction Multi-Layer Perceptron Model

The FE-MLP model was implemented as specified by Liu and Zhang
(2017). The features J1, J2, and J3 were first extracted for each PRI
vector, then these features were used to train a three-layer MLP. See
Section 2.3 for details on how the features are defined. The parameters
used to extract the features can be seen in Table 3.7 and the structure
of this network can be seen in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.7: Parameters used for extraction of the features J1, J2, and J3.

Parameter Value

✏ 0.1
L 9
� ⇠ Uniform(0.7, 0.8)

Table 3.8: Number of parameters per layer in the MLP. In total the network consisted
of 4676 parameters.

Layer Parameters (input ⇥ output)

Input 3
Feed Forward 3 ⇥ 64
Feed Forward 64 ⇥ 64
Feed Forward 64 ⇥ 4
Output 4

3.2.3 Feature Extraction IF Statements Model

The third classifier consisted of a sequence of if statements, classifying
the features J1, J2, and J3. This classifier will be referred to as feature
extraction IF statement (FE-IF) model. The purpose of this classifier
was to serve as a naive baseline, which is why the values for the if
statements were chosen by simply looking at the feature space of the
training data and selecting values that could classify the data. The if
statements were formulated as follows:

1. If J1 > 0.35 return dwell and switch.

2. else if J2 > 0.27 return sliding.

3. else if J3 > 0.33 return sin.

4. else return jitter.
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3.3 Evaluation

The models were compared using overall accuracy in classifying the
PRI vectors on the test dataset, described in Section 3.1.3. The accuracy
was measured separately for each combination of noise level in order
to evaluate how the models performed as more noise was added to the
data.
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Results

The first section of this chapter, Section 4.1, displays samples of raw
data and a visualization of the extracted features for the entire test
dataset, as defined by Liu and Zhang (2017), at different noise levels.
The following section, Section 4.2, displays how well the models per-
form when classifying unseen data at different combinations of noise
levels.

4.1 Data Samples

Figure 4.1 displays the raw PRI vectors that were generated without
noise, one sample from each modulation. Figure 4.2 displays different
PRI vectors at the highest levels of pulse drop probability and spuri-
ous pulse rate, also one sample per modulation. See Appendix A for
more samples at different noise levels, both raw and normalized, as
described in Section 3.2.1.

31
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(a) Jitter. (b) Sin.

(c) Sliding. (d) Dwell and switch.

Figure 4.1: One sampled PRI vector per modulation at 0% pulse drop probability,
and a spurious pulse rate of � = 0.

(a) Jitter. (b) Sin.

(c) Sliding. (d) Dwell and switch.

Figure 4.2: One sampled PRI vector per modulation at 25% pulse drop probability,
and a spurious pulse rate of � = 10�5.
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4.1.1 Visualization of Extracted Features

The three features J1, J2, and J3 together form a three dimensional
space. Each PRI vector corresponds to one point in this space, and can
be visualized in a 3D scatter plot, as seen in Figure 4.3.

(a) 0% pulse drop probability, � = 0. (b) 25% pulse drop probability, � = 0.

(c) 0% pulse drop probability,
� = 10�5.

(d) 25% pulse drop probability,
� = 10�5.

Figure 4.3: The feature space defined by the features proposed by Liu and Zhang
(2017), at different noise levels.

4.2 Model Comparison

The accuracy for the models at each noise level can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6. These plots can also be seen as
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contour plots in Appendix B. Confusion matrices for the models at a
few noise levels can be seen in Section 4.2.1.

Figure 4.4: 3D plot of all combinations of tested noise levels vs accuracy for the
LSTM model.
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Figure 4.5: 3D plot of all combinations of tested noise levels vs accuracy for the FE-
MLP model.
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Figure 4.6: 3D plot of all combinations of tested noise levels vs accuracy for the FE-IF
model. Note that the minimum value on the z-axis is 0.5, and not 0.9 as
in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

All models are compared against each other at a few different noise
levels in Figure 4.7. These figures show that the LSTM model performs
well compared to the other models, and that it never achieves lower
than 99.2% accuracy. The FE-MLP model never achieves lower than
91% accuracy. The FE-IF model performs well on clean data, but per-
formance quickly declines as noise levels increase.
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(a) � = 0. (b) 0% drop rate.

(c) � = 10�5. (d) 25% drop rate.

Figure 4.7: Showing slices of Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6 at different noise
levels.

4.2.1 Confusion Matrices

Below, in Figure 4.8, are confusion matrices for all models aggregated
over all combinations of noise. These figures show that the LSTM
model achieve close to 100% accuracy over all modulations, the FE-
MLP model performs well on most modulations except the sin mod-
ulation which is misclassified as jitter 7.5% of the time, and the FE-IF
model performs quite well, but tends to misclassify the other modula-
tions as jitter when a misclassification is made.
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(a) Confusion matrix for the
LSTM model.

(b) Confusion matrix for the FE-MLP
model.

(c) Confusion matrix for the FE-IF state-
ments.

Figure 4.8: Confusion matrices for all classifiers over all noise levels.

The following figures show confusion matrices for the LSTM model
in Figure 4.9, confusion matrices for the fetaure extraction MLP model
in Figure 4.10, and confusion matrices for the FE-IF statement model
in Figure 4.11. All these figures display confusion matrices for the re-
spective model at different combinations of min and max values of
noise.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0. (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0.

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5. (d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5.

Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices for the LSTM model.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0. (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0.

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5. (d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5.

Figure 4.10: Confusion matrices for the FE-MLP model.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0. (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0.

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5. (d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5.

Figure 4.11: Confusion matrices for the FE-IF statements classifier.



Chapter 5

Discussion

This chapter consists of two sections. The first section discusses the
implemented models from perspectives such as performance, com-
plexity, feasibility to implement in an RWR, and how they could be
modified to support other PRI modulations. The second section dis-
cusses future work that could be conducted, mostly with focus on how
the models could be investigated further.

5.1 Model Performance

All three classifiers performed well when the data was clean, which
can be seen in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6. However, the per-
formance of the baseline model, consisting of if statements, decreased
drastically as noise increased, merely achieving 48.3% accuracy on the
noisiest data. This may be due to the fact that the data in the 3D fea-
ture space is not linearly separable at high noise levels, as seen in Fig-
ure 4.3d. The data points corresponding to jitter and sin, and to some
extent sliding, become grouped together close to the origin at maxi-
mum noise levels, making these modulations harder to classify. This
can be compared to the FE-MLP model, which still managed to achieve
a 91% accuracy on the noisiest data. Looking at the confusion matrices
for the FE-MLP model in Figure 4.10, it can be seen that the modulation
that is hardest for the model to classify is the sin modulation, where
29.2% of the sin data points are misclassified as jitter at the maximum
noise level. Considering this in combination with what can be seen in
the 3D feature space plot in Figure 4.3d, it seems as if the J3 feature is
not as robust to noise as the other features are. If a feature extraction
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approach is used to solve the problem of PRI modulation classification,
another feature for distinguishing the sin modulation should therefore
probably be used.

Looking at the other features, an interesting observation is that the
FE-MLP model can classify 100% of the data points corresponding to
the dwell and switch modulation at all noise levels, as seen in the con-
fusion matrix in Figure 4.8b. These data points are also easy to distin-
guish in the 3D feature space plot in Figure 4.3d, indicating that the
feature J1 is a very robust feature. Feature J2, intended to distinguish
the sliding modulation from the others, also seems to be quite robust,
but the FE-MLP model still misclassifies about 4.4% of the sliding data
points as jitter at maximum noise levels. Depending on the applica-
tion, this may be acceptable.

Finally, looking at the performance of the proposed LSTM model,
it can be seen in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.8a that the model
achieves close to 100% accuracy on classifying all modulations over all
tested noise levels, thereby outperforming the FE-MLP.

In an RWR setting, where these models might be implemented,
processing speed is crucial. When designing an RWR and choosing an
algorithm for PRI modulation classification, the time complexity of the
algorithm is an important factor. This could favor the FE-MLP model
compared to the LSTM model since it consists of fewer parameters,
4676 compared to the 112900 in the LSTM, as mentioned in Table 3.8
and Table 3.6 respectively. However, the time complexity for the LSTM
and FE-MLP models are still the same: O(n), where n is the number of
PRIs in a PRI vector. Classifying a PRI vector for the LSTM model can
be done in time O(n) since it only processes each individual PRI once.
Calculating the features J1, J2, and J3 can also be done in time O(n),
and classifying these features with the MLP is done in constant time.
Both models reap large benefits from parallelization of matrix multi-
plications in hardware, thus while the LSTM model is more complex
due to the sheer number of parameters, it can still compete with the
FE-MLP in terms of processing speed. It will, however, require more
processing power to reach the same processing speed as the FE-MLP
due to the number of parameters in the LSTM model. Thus, in an RWR
setting where processing power is limited, the LSTM model can still be
a good choice if hardware parallelization is available, especially when
considering its accuracy compared to the FE-MLP model.

A third aspect that must be considered is the ability of the models
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to classify more than the four PRIs tested in this work. If a new PRI
modulation is developed then the task of modifying the LSTM net-
work to support this PRI consists of redesigning the LSTM network
to output five values instead of four and then retraining the model on
the old data and additional data corresponding to the new PRI. Com-
pared to the FE-MLP model, the task of modifying the model consists
of developing a new feature, J4, and then retraining the MLP on the
old data and additional data corresponding to the new PRI. The task of
developing the new feature can be non-trivial, thus the LSTM model
will probably be easier to modify in order to support a new PRI.

5.2 Future Work

The value of each feature for a PRI vector depends on its length. Liu
and Zhang (2017) show in their paper how the value of each feature
and its corresponding modulation becomes more distinguished from
the other modulations as the length of the PRI vector increases. Since
the parameters for the data used in this work is inspired by the param-
eters used by Liu and Zhang (2017), the minimum length of a PRI vec-
tor before pulse drop noise is applied is 200, as defined in Section 3.1.1.
In an RWR setting there is no guarantee that the length of a received
sequence of pulses is 200, so future work ought to investigate how the
proposed LSTM model and the FE-MLP model perform when input
data is shorter. Since the LSTM model does not depend on the length
of the input vector in the same way as the feature dependent models
do, and the features may not be able to distinguish PRI modulations
very well when PRI vectors are shorter, it is possible that the LSTM
model could still perform better.

As discussed above, the LSTM model requires more processing
power to provide a prediction in a given time frame compared to the
FE-MLP model. An RWR needs to be able to process millions of pulses
per second. Hence, future work could investigate if it is feasible to im-
plement the proposed LSTM model in an existing RWR, in place of the
existing PRI modulation classification algorithm in the RWR. Due to
the amount of processing power needed to get a prediction from the
LSTM model, major changes may have to be made to an RWR in order
to still meet the demand of it being able to process a high throughput
of radar pulses. The result of such a study would naturally be highly
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dependent on the RWR investigated, but could still give an indication
regarding the viability of using an LSTM model in an RWR.

The data used in this work is all simulated, similar to the data used
by Liu and Zhang (2017). The results from training and evaluating on
this data may yield different results compared to evaluating on real
world data. In a real world scenario there are numerous factors mak-
ing the problem harder than the scenario simulated in this work, such
as many agents emitting radar pulses simultaneously, some agents
may actively try to jam the RWR by sending more pulses than the
RWR can handle, and more. Future work could investigate how the
proposed LSTM model, the FE-MLP model, and maybe approaches
already implemented in RWRs today perform in a real world scenario.

Finally, the proposed LSTM model performs well on classifying the
investigated four complex PRIs accurately. Other PRI modulations,
such as stable and staggered were not tested in this work. Future work
may encompass evaluating how an LSTM model similar to the one
proposed in this work performs when classifying more PRI modula-
tions, including both the stable and stagger modulations, and other,
more complex, PRI modulations that are not mentioned in this work.

5.3 Sustainability and Ethics

This work addresses the problem of classifying PRI modulation, which
is a problem within the ES branch of EW. This work will thus be of in-
terest to parties developing or researching RWRs. While the method
used in this work does not raise any ethical issues, the impact of the
work must be considered from an ethical perspective: The outcome of
this work could improve RWRs in the task of identifying who is emit-
ting a radar signal. This will make the information that friendly and
enemy forces base their decisions on more accurate, assuming an im-
proved RWR is available to both sides. Whether this raises an ethical
issue or not depends on the actions taken based on this information.

Additionally, as mentioned above, the proposed LSTM model may
require more processing power compared to the FE-MLP. It should
however not be an issue regarding sustainability from an environ-
mental and economical perspective since the time complexity of the
LSTM model is linear, thus the LSTM model should not consume a
large amount of energy.
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Conclusions

This work has shown that an LSTM model can be more accurate than
an FE-MLP model when used for classifying PRI modulation. The
proposed LSTM model is capable of classifying the four tested PRI
modulations with a 99.2% accuracy when there is a high probability of
pulses being dropped and extra spurious pulses are wrongly inserted
into the radar signal. There is however a tradeoff between the LSTM
model and the FE-MLP model: The proposed LSTM model is signifi-
cantly more complex than the FE-MLP model and thus requires more
processing power to classify a PRI vector, which is a limited resource
in an RWR.

Additionally, support for additional PRI modulations could poten-
tially be added in a trivial way to the proposed LSTM model by simply
adding more output classes, maybe increasing size of the hidden state
of the model, and training the model with more data corresponding to
the added modulations. This task can be non-trivial in the case of the
FE-MLP model, where developing a new feature for a PRI modulation
that is robust to noise may be hard if the PRI modulation is complex.
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Appendix A

Samples from Dataset

Below are samples of PRI vectors from the test dataset, generated as
described in Section 3.1.3. The figures are listed in groups of two. For
each group of two figures, the first figure displays four raw PRI vec-
tors of the same modulation at different noise levels, the next figure
displays the corresponding four normalized PRI vectors.

(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0 (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.1: Jitter, raw PRI values.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0 (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.2: Jitter, normalized PRI values.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0 (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.3: Sin, raw PRI values.

(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0 (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.4: Sin, normalized PRI values.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0 (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.5: Sliding, raw PRI values.

(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0 (b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.6: Sliding, normalized PRI values.
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(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0
(b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.7: Dwell & Switch, raw PRI values.

(a) 0% drop rate, � = 0
(b) 25% drop rate, � = 0

(c) 0% drop rate, � = 10�5
(d) 25% drop rate, � = 10�5

Figure A.8: Dwell & Switch, normalized PRI values.



Appendix B

Contour Plots

For the reader who might find the 3D-plots in Section 4.2 difficult to
interpret, below are contour plots of the same data to give a different
view of the accuracy of the tested models. Note that each contour plot
has different range in the colorbar.

Figure B.1: Contour plot of all combination of noise levels vs accuracy for the LSTM
model. See the colorbar for the accuracy values for each noise level com-
bination. Showing the same data as Figure 4.4.
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Figure B.2: Contour plot of all combination of noise levels vs accuracy for the FE-
MLP model. See the colorbar for the accuracy values for each noise level
combination. Showing the same data as Figure 4.5.
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Figure B.3: Contour plot of all combination of noise levels vs accuracy for the FE-
IF model. See the colorbar for the accuracy values for each noise level
combination. Showing the same data as Figure 4.6.
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